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ABSTRACT
TECHNO-ECONOMIC AND SUSTAINABILITY STUDY OF PV INVERTER
CONTROLLERS IN DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS FOR VOLTAGE REGULATION
KAPIL DUWADI
2019

Increasing distributed solar installations in low voltage distribution grids tend to
increase the feeder voltage. The rise in voltage is only acceptable to a certain limit, and
control strategies are required to keep voltage within defined bounds for equipment safety
and system reliability. PV inverter control strategies are cost-effective methods to prevent
overvoltage. Different inverter control strategies have different impacts on their
techno-economic performance, ultimately affecting their sustainability. An evaluation
framework for long-term techno-economic and sustainability analysis of overvoltage
prevention methods in PV-rich LV networks is proposed to decide suitable control
methods by making use of quasi-steady-state time-series (QSTS) software (GridLAB-D).
A power network sensitivity-based algorithm is also proposed for preventing numerical
oscillation while implementing active and reactive droop-based PV inverter controllers in
QSTS (i.e., GridLAB-D). Convergence of the sensitivity-based algorithm is verified using
a typical radial distribution feeder for three droop-based PV inverter controllers limiting
the error below 0.5%. Techno-economic performance was analyzed by looking into
voltage profile, energy generation, and consumption, energy losses, impact on transformer
overloading and financial impact on government, utility, and end-users.
Three different sustainability metrics are proposed to quantify these impacts for

xvi
inverter-based voltage control strategies. Five different PV inverter control strategies are
implemented in a radial distribution feeder and power flow is analyzed for one year in a
one-minute resolution to compute and compare the proposed sustainability metrics. The
use of reactive power improved sustainability compared to just using active power
curtailment. The trade-off of the three objectives was compared using multi-objective
optimization for the highest solar irradiance day. Results showed that economic and
environmental sustainability are positively correlated, and both are negatively correlated
with social sustainability, indicating a required trade-off for voltage control strategies. The
proposed framework can aid utilities to decide the most effective control and pricing
methods, and whether investments in overvoltage prevention infrastructure can be justified
under a high penetration scenario.
Lastly, a distribution optimal power flow is formulated to determine the locational
marginal price for distribution grid ancillary services such as active power curtailment and
reactive power absorption. Additionally, a Monte Carlo based PV hosting capacity
analysis is performed in Taxonomy Feeder for highest irradiance and low load day using
High-Performance Computing. Results showed that overvoltage becomes an issue even at
10% penetration level.

1

CHAPTER 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background and Literature Review
Currently, the total U.S solar installation is 58.3 gigawatts (GW), enough to power

11 million American homes, and is expected to double by the year 2023 [1]. Improving
economic viability, incentives, state renewable portfolio standards are making distributed
photovoltaic (PV) systems more common [2], [3]. Even though the overall contribution of
distributed PV generation to the electricity remains relatively low —less than 0.4% in the
United States, around 32% of the total solar energy generation came from the distributed
PV in 2018, out of which 58% came from the residential sectors [4] as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Eight utilities located across the United States have observed a tenfold increase in the

Figure 1.1. Share of residential, commercial and industrial sector in distributed solar energy
generation from 2016 to 2018 in US. Residential sector produced more than 50%.

number of net metered PV installations on their systems between 2013 to 2016 [5].
Distributed generation from PV (which will be integrated at distribution level) is expected
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to comprise 50%–60% of total U.S. PV capacity by 2020 [6]. Distributed PV systems
connected to low/medium voltage distribution systems in the form of distributed
generation (DG) have led to operational issues with increasing penetration levels [7]–[13].
Generating power locally using distributed energy resources (e.g. PV) causes power
to flow in the reverse direction i.e. from house to the transformer. Reverse power flow
brings several interconnection challenges, especially in the low voltage distribution grid.
Voltage rise is one of the major challenges that limit the PV integration capacity in the
feeder [14]. Fig. 1.2 shows the overvoltage scenario caused by the generation of power
locally. The amount of voltage rise depends upon the net injected active and reactive
power as well as on the distribution feeder parameters. The voltage rise can be
approximated by (1.1) for a house connected to the substation by a feeder having
resistance R and reactance X [14]. Here P, Q, and V are the net injected active power, net
injected reactive power, and voltage at the substation respectively. Fig. 1.3 shows the

Figure 1.2. Schematic of distribution feeder supplied using off tap distribution transformer.
Houses with PV panels can inject power during day time when generation is higher than
load and may cause voltage rise. Note the drop in voltage magnitude down the feeder in
the absence of PV.

3
interconnection of the residential house with a PV unit to the distribution grid. The solar
energy from the sun is converted into electricity by a solar panel. The amount of power
produced depends upon the amount of solar irradiance ( measured in watt/m2 ) hitting the
solar panel normally, area of the solar panel and efficiency of the power conversion.

∆V =

PR + QX
V

(1.1)

The PV inverter converts direct current (DC) electricity to alternating current (AC)
electricity. The meter is connected just before the point of interconnection to the grid. The
electricity can flow both in and out from residential home. For e.g. during an afternoon
when power generation is high and consumption at a house is low, power flows from the
house to the grid wheres during an evening in the absence of generation residential load
receives power from the grid.

Figure 1.3. Schematic of residential house with rooftop PV and its grid interconnection.
PV is connected to the electric grid via inverter and meter.

The rise of voltage caused by the local power generation has several negative

4
impacts on the operation of the power distribution system. Higher voltage increases feeder
and transformer loss, increases the temperature deteriorating life and insulation of the
electrical equipment and causes frequent tripping of the inverters. The traditional voltage
regulating devices, such as line voltage regulators [15], switched capacitor banks [16], and
on-load tap changing transformers cannot act in a sufficiently short time interval and result
in poor regulation [17]. Even if these approaches could limit the voltage fluctuations, the
high number of switching operations would shorten their operational life. As an
alternative, utilities can increase the conductor size (decrease conductor resistance) of
distribution lines to reduce voltage-rise, but upgrading the distribution system is not
always economically viable [18].
New voltage control strategies need to be explored for better regulation. Fig. 1.4
gives a pictorial representation of ideal characteristics of voltage control strategy. The
ideal voltage control strategy provides higher utilization of distribution system with
minimal system impacts without conflicting pre-existing controllers with simple control
scheme requiring minimal information and maximizes economic, environmental and
societal benefits. Several studies have been done in the past decade to resolve integration
challenges - particularly in the area of inverter control to prevent overvoltage. As modern
inverters are smart enough to adjust their active and reactive power output and are already
pre-installed during PV installation period, controlling inverter is the most straightforward
solution to any integration challenge.
Popular approaches in network independent PV inverter overvoltage control are
active power curtailment (APC) based on voltage deviations [14], [19], reactive power
absorption based on linear Volt/Var droop [20], [21], and combined active-reactive power

5

Figure 1.4. Features of ideal voltage control strategy with increasing penetration of distributed generation.
management using limited communication [22]. However, long-term techno-economic
and sustainability studies of such inverter controllers comparing different methods are still
missing from the literature. One reason is the use of computationally burdensome
electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulators to test the inverter controllers for preventing
overvoltage, such as in [14], [19], [22], [23]. Long-term studies are important to make a
better decision about the type of control strategy we want to adopt.
Different inverter control strategies to prevent overvoltage in PV rich distribution
network are used to test proposed framework to assess their techno-economic and
sustainability over the long run to help utility as well as consumers to decide which one is
better for them. Voltage profile, transformer loading, energy generation, utility electricity
sale and payback period have been analyzed using year-long simulation in minute
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resolution to compare the techno-economic performance of five different PV inverter
controllers. Three different sustainability metrics are proposed to assess their social,
economic and environmental sustainability and multi-objective optimization is formulated
to trade off between proposed sustainability metrics. Lastly, a concept of marginal cost is
introduced to provide incentives for distribution ancillary services such as active power
curtailment and reactive power absorption. In addition, a Monte-Carlo based PV hosting
capacity analysis for a taxonomy feeder using High-Performance Computing is also
included in the last Chapter to complete this thesis.
1.2

Related Work
The autonomous voltage control strategies are becoming popular to mitigate

overvoltage caused by increasing PV installation in the distribution feeder. These control
strategies have different impacts on the overall performance of the distribution system.
The investment and operational costs for conventional grid extension measures with those
resulting from the application of autonomous voltage control strategies over a period of 10
years, using real measured load and generation data have been analyzed to perform
economic analysis in [24]. Results showed that implementing autonomous voltage control
strategies can surely defer the grid investment cost. Similarly, implementation of
autonomous voltage control strategies such as the droop based and ON/OFF PV inverter
controllers cause unfair energy curtailment between PV units depending upon the location
where PV is installed in the distribution feeder.
Unfairness in curtailed energy is measured by taking the standard deviation of
normalized curtailed energy with respect to inverter ratings in and secondary voltage
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control is proposed to mitigate such fairness in [25], however, the metric does not include
local load which can have a huge impact on the unfairness. Active power management
schedule based on self-consumption ratio – defined as the ratio of self-consumed energy
to total energy produced, which treats each PV house in a fair way is proposed in [26].
Sensitivity information of the distribution network is exploited to provide fair energy
curtailment in [27]. However combined study of unfairness, economic and environmental
benefit of different autonomous inverter control strategies for voltage regulation is missing
in the literature. We need active power curtailment and/or reactive power absorption to
mitigate overvoltage caused by high PV penetration. These are sort of ancillary services
that PV user can provide to maintain reliable distribution system operation. However, they
cost money directly or indirectly. The concept of the locational marginal price for
distribution grid (DLMP) is being studied in the literature [28]–[30]. However, studies of
the locational marginal price for these ancillary grid services are missing. Locational
marginal price can be used to provide incentives to anyone who is willing to providing
these services.
1.3

Objective
The objective of the thesis was to develop a framework for assessing the

techno-economic and sustainability aspect of the PV inverter control techniques which are
meant to prevent overvoltage caused by reverse power flow from PV. A concept of
locational marginal price for distribution grid ancillary services such as active power
curtailment and reactive power absorption have also been studied in this research work.
Additionally, a Monte Carlo based PV hosting capacity analysis was also performed in
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taxonomy feeder using High-Performance Computing to show overvoltage effect at
different PV penetration level. Following tasks are proposed to achieve the above
objectives. The motivation for such a study is to help utility as well as PV users to decide
upon suitable inverter control techniques.

(a) Performing tech-economic comparison between five different PV inverter
controllers using proposed framework
(b) Designing metrics to help assess the sustainability of PV inverter control techniques
(c) Formulating multi-objective optimization to maximize both sustainability bounded
by power system constraints and use it to find a correlation between them to decide
upon the trade-off
(d) Analyze the locational marginal cost of distribution ancillary services such as active
power curtailment and reactive power absorption.
(e) Monte Carlo based PV hosting capacity analysis using High-Performance
Computing

1.4

Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis are stated below:

(a) Framework for evaluating techno-economic and sustainability study of PV inverter
controllers for overvoltage mitigation
(b) Proposed social, economic and environmental sustainability metrics for PV inverter
control techniques and application of it in five different local inverter control
techniques
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(c) Formulation of multi-objective optimization to maximize sustainability metrics to
aid in decision making
(d) Distribution locational marginal pricing for active power curtailment and reactive
power absorption to propose a market model for distribution ancillary services
(e) Use of High-Performance Computing for PV hosting capacity analysis
1.5

Thesis outline
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes five different local inverter

control techniques and proposed framework which will be used later chapters to assess
their sustainability. Chapter 3 discusses the techno-economic comparison of five different
PV inverter controllers proposed in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 is where sustainability metrics
are proposed, compared for five different PV inverter controllers and multi-objective
optimization is formulated to trade off between proposed sustainability metrics. Chapter 5
discusses additional work about the concept of the marginal cost of ancillary services in
the distribution system and Monte-Carlo based PV hosting capacity analysis in Taxonomy
Feeder using High-Performance Computing.
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CHAPTER 2

2.1

OVERVIEW OF PV INVERTER CONTROLLERS

Introduction
Increasing PV power injection in low voltage distribution systems may cause

reverse power flow from end-users to the distribution substation which is the main reason
for the occurrence of overvoltage in the distribution feeder. For a given distribution
system, overvoltage caused by increasing the amount of installed DG (e.g. PV) can be
prevented by curtailing active power and/or absorbing reactive power. The active and
reactive power is controlled by the PV inverter, which is already required by the system to
convert DC power from PV to AC power, resulting in a low-cost method for overvoltage
prevention. Some of the PV inverter control methods which are used in later chapters for
the purpose of comparing sustainability metrics are discussed below1 .
2.2

IEEE standard inverter overvoltage protection
The simplest approach to control overvoltage is to shut down the inverter when the

local voltage exceeds the defined threshold value. In the IEEE 1547 standard [31], the
threshold value is defined as 1.1 p.u., or alternatively, can be set to the upper limit of the
extreme operating range defined by the ANSI C84.1-1989 standard [32] (which is 1.058
p.u.). In this approach, the PV inverter operates at maximum active power, pmppt , at a
unity power factor until the voltage at the point of connection reaches a maximum
threshold voltage, vth . If the local voltage rises above vth , the inverter output is set to 0.
1 The

implementation of PV inverter controllers was a joint work with Rupak Mahat who was Master Student at South Dakota State University from 2016-2018. I worked with him in developing the sensitivity based
algorithm for handling numerical oscillation caused by direct implementation of droop based inverter controllers in QSTS on his developed distribution model. I implemented the active reactive droop controller on
top of his model and modified sensitivity algorithm for it. The techno-economic analysis after implementing
the inverter controllers was done jointly by me and Rupak.
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The re-connection time for inverters after shutdown is required to be a minimum of five
minutes [31]. Acronym OVP will be used later to refer to IEEE standard inverter
overvoltage protection method of PV inverter control. Although simple, the major
disadvantage of this approach is the large increase in total energy curtailment, especially
with a high-level of installed PV, leading to reduced financial benefits for the owner. A
more effective approach is to partially curtail the active power from the PV inverter based
on the local voltage measurement, as explained in the next section.
2.3
2.3.1

Droop based PV inverter control
Active Power Curtailment
PV inverters can locally mitigate overvoltage by curtailing active power and/or

absorbing reactive power. In the APC approach, the PV inverter curtails its active power
output as a function of local voltage deviation from a given critical voltage, vcri . The most
common method for implementing APC is using a linear gain proportional to the
deviation of the voltage from vcri . Let pmppt be the maximum PV power for a given solar
irradiance (kW), m p be the linear droop coefficient (kW/V), and v be the local grid voltage
at the PV inverter (V). In linear droop-based APC (LDAPC), the PV active power output,
pinv , is given by [14]:

pinv =





 pmppt − m p (v − vcri ), if v ≥ vcri



 pmppt ,

if v < vcri

Another approach for APC, proposed in [19], uses a quadratic droop. In the
quadratic droop-based APC (QDAPC), the amount of active power curtailed is

(2.1)
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proportional to the square of the deviation of the voltage from vcri . By using the quadratic
droop, the amount of active power that is curtailed is lower for small voltage deviations,
resulting in less energy curtailment over time. Let s be the quadratic droop coefficient
(kW/V2 ); for QDAPC, pinv is given by:

pinv =





 pmppt − s(v − vcri )2 , if v ≥ vcri



 pmppt ,

2.3.2

(2.2)

if v < vcri

Active-Reactive Droop
In the active-reactive droop (ARD) method, reactive power absorption is used in

coordination with APC to locally prevent overvoltage.

Figure 2.1. Variation of active and reactive power in droop-based PV inverter controllers.
Solid green line for LDAPC, dotted green line for QDAPC and combination of solid green
line blue solid line for ARD controllers.

Let vkick be the voltage the inverter begins to absorb reactive power, mq be the linear
reactive droop (kVAR/V ), and qmax be the maximum reactive power absorption (kVAR) —
note that qmax depends on the inverter capacity and minimum allowable power factor
(φmin ). The inverter reactive power, qinv , is then given by (2.3), and pinv follows (2.1). The
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three droop-based PV inverter controllers are shown in Fig. 2.1, with LDAPC as the solid
green line in the left figure, QDAPC in the dashed green line, and ARD in the right figure
(where green shows APC and blue shows reactive power absorption).





0
v ≤ vkick





qinv = mq (v − v ) v < v < vcri
kick
kick








−qmax
v ≥ vcri

2.4

(2.3)

Coordinated active reactive power management

Figure 2.2. State transition diagram of the ARPM inverter controller.
The coordinated active and reactive power management (ARPM) controller uses the
latent reactive power capacity of the inverters to attempt to correct overvoltage before
starting to curtail active power [22]. A global communication signal (where APC and
ARD methods are local) is used to coordinate distributed inverters to control active and
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reactive power to prevent overvoltage. The ARPM state diagram is presented in Fig. 2.2.
The green state represents normal operation (v < vkick ). If v goes above vkick , the local
inverter transitions to the yellow state to locally absorb reactive power. If the local reactive
power support reaches its limit qi = qi,max and local voltage is above vth , a global
communication signal is sent to all PV inverters to provide coordinated reactive power
support (blue state). If the coordinated reactive power does not fix the overvoltage (i.e.,
q = qmax for all inverters, v ≥ vth ), all inverters begin curtailing active power (red state).
Note that for transitioning from red to blue and from blue to yellow there is a time
constant tstate ≥ ∆t that suppresses fast transitions between states.
2.5

Numerical Oscillation of APC and ARD in QSTS
Implementing droop-based LDAPC, QDAPC, and ARD directly in QSTS results in

numerical oscillation. Using such oscillatory voltage and power magnitudes to perform
techno-economic and sustainability study leads to inaccurate results. In Section 2.5.1,
benchmark system used and co-simulation framework for oscillation study is explained,
and explanation to such oscillation is provided in Section 2.5.2.
2.5.1

Benchmark and Co-simulation Setup
For explanatory purposes, a radial feeder distribution system consisting of 12 house

as shown in Fig. 2.3 is considered [14] and three droop based PV inverter controllers
(LDAPC, QDAPC, and ARD) are implemented on top of it. The feeder is 120 m long,
with two live wires twisted around a grounded neutral cable (NS 90 3/0 AWG). The
service entrance consists of two wires supported by a steel grounded neutral cable (NS 90
1/0 AWG). Each house in the distribution feeder is 20 m from the main distribution line.
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The line parameters of the benchmark feeder are provided in [14]. The feeder and
transformer parameters are presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Feeder and transformer parameters

feeder backbone
feeder lateral
transformer (referred to secondary)

resistance
1.114 Ω/mile
1.767 Ω/mile
0.018 Ω

reactance
0.291 Ω/mile
0.279 Ω/mile
0.045 Ω

A QSTS, GridLAB-D [33], was used to develop a distribution system model for this
convergence study. An external controller written in Python was used to exchange data
with GridLAB-D through Bus.py [34] during runtime to enable implementation of the PV
inverter controllers in GridLAB-D. Other simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.3. Single line diagram of 12 house radial feeder with grid-connected PV installed
at each house supplied using split phase off tap distribution transformer.

Table 2.2. Simulation Parameters
Parameter
vth , vcri , vkick
m p , s, mq
qmax , φmin

Value
1.058, 1.042, 1.02 p.u.
2.1 kW/V, 0.57 kW/V2 , 0.523 kvar/V
2.761 kvar, 0.95
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2.5.2

Explanation to Oscillation
The PV power of each house in the 12 house benchmark is changed from 0 kW to

6.25 kW with all three controllers The resulting numerical oscillations caused by the
controller response at farthest houses (H11/12) are shown in Fig. 2.4. For other houses,
the oscillation will be smaller but follows the same pattern. When implementing the
droop-based controllers in QSTS, system dynamics are neglected during the discrete
time-steps. The implemented droop controllers thus generate control actions from
steady-state RMS values at every iteration, causing numerical oscillation from large
changes in V in one time-step, ∆t.

Figure 2.4. Voltage numerical oscillation in droop based PV inverter controllers (LDAPC,
QDAPC and ARD) when maximum available power (pmppt ) is changed from 0 kW to
6.25 kW for farthest houses (H11/12).

When the local voltage v is high for time-step t, the PV APC is high in time-step
t + 1 in the QSTS based on (2.1) for LDAPC — similarly for QDAPC from (2.2) and
reactive power absorption in ARD from (2.3). The high PV APC, in turn, leads to a
significant drop in voltage, which causes the controller to again inject pmppt . The
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oscillation continues indefinitely as shown in Fig. 2.4, with higher oscillations for houses
located further from the substation.
2.6
2.6.1

Proposed Sensitivity-based Algorithm
Algorithm for APC Controller
For solving the numerical oscillation problem, a sensitivity-based technique is

proposed to iteratively determine pinv and qinv for each PV inverter at each discrete
time-step in the QSTS. The proposed technique is described in Algorithm 1 for the
LDAPC controller. At the beginning of a simulation, the parameters (initial voltage,
critical voltage, initial APC, and droop coefficient of each inverter) are initialized as shown
in the initialization block. After initialization, for each time-step of the QSTS simulator,
the active power output of each PV inverter is iteratively determined using a sensitivity
matrix derived from the distribution network parameters and the distribution system state.
Let v and δ be the voltage magnitude and angle at a distribution bus, respectively,
and p and q be the net injected active and reactive power, respectively. The oscillation
issue can be addressed by determining APC using a voltage sensitivity index (∆v/∆p),
which estimates the change in voltage due to a corresponding change in active power
injection. The amount of curtailment is iteratively calculated during subsequent time-steps
until the voltage converges to a steady-state value. A sensitivity matrix for a power system
network (SV ) consists of partial derivatives that represent the change in voltage magnitude
and angle (∆v, ∆δ ) of each bus due to the changes in active and reactive power (∆p, ∆q) at
each bus.
For an n-bus power system network, the voltage sensitivity matrix in compact
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notation can be written as in (2.4).




∆δ
∆δ
 ( ∆p ) ( ∆q ) 


SV = 

∆v
∆v
( ∆p
) ( ∆q
)

(2.4)

2n×2n

A sensitivity matrix, A, of the change in voltage magnitude with respect to the active
power can be defined as a submatrix of the voltage sensitivity matrix.



∆v
A=
∆p


(2.5)
n×n

Let N := {2, 3, ....n} be the set of distribution system buses, not including the slack
bus. We define Ng ⊆ N as a collection of buses where DG (PV in this case) is connected,
and H = |Ng |. Let Sp be an h × h sensitivity matrix with element Sp (i, j) ∈ A
corresponding to the sensitivity of DG bus i with respect to DG bus j, ∀ i, j ∈ Ng .
At iteration k, let v(k) and vcri be vectors of size h containing the measured voltage
magnitude at each PV inverter and the critical voltage, respectively, and pc (k) be a vector
of size H of the active power curtailed at each PV inverter. To calculate the curtailed
active power at iteration k, we set

pc (k) = pc (k−1) + ∆pc (k) ,

(2.6)

where ∆pc (k) is the change in active power curtailed from iteration k − 1 to k calculated as:

∆pc (k) = Bp −1 ap

(2.7)
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where ap = m p (v(n) − vcri ) − pc (k−1) , Bp = m p Sp + I, and I is the identity matrix. The
derivation of ∆pc (k) is shown in Appendix A.
After calculating ∆pc (k) , APC is obtained using (2.6). Let pmppt be a vector of size h
denoting the maximum active power available at each PV inverter, pinv be a vector of size
h denoting the active power output of each PV inverter, and c be a binary vector of size h
where each element is ∈ {0, 1} based on v(n) ≥ vcri .
Algorithm 1: Implementing the LDAPC Controller
Input:
• Critical Voltage: vcri
• Active droop coefficient: m p
• Initial Inverter voltage: v(k)
• Initial Curtail power: pc (k)
Data:
• Read PV power pmppt
• Read house load power
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

while ||v(k) − v(k−1) ||∞ > ε do
∆pc (k) = Bp −1 ap
pc (k) ← pc (k−1) + ∆pc (k)
(k)

(k)

pinv ← pmppt − c pc
solve load flow with pinv (k)
k ← k+1
end
return pinv

(k)

At each iteration n, the PV inverter power is set to pinv = pmppt − c

(k)

pc (i.e., pmppt

if v < vcri , otherwise curtailed according to pc (k) ). The algorithm continues until
||v(k) − vk−1) ||∞ ≤ ε, where ε > 0 is a stopping tolerance. After convergence, pinv is set
for each PV inverter in the QSTS. The algorithm is similar for QDAPC, with slight
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modifications given in Appendix B.
2.6.2

Algorithm for ARD Controller
The sensitivity-based algorithm for the ARD controller is presented in Algorithm 2.

Because ARD absorbs reactive power in addition to curtailing active power, the voltage
magnitude sensitivity with respect to reactive power must also be included. Let B be the
submatrix that indicates nodal sensitivity of voltage magnitude with respect to reactive
power.


∆v
B=
∆q


(2.8)
n×n

Let Sq be an h × h sensitivity matrix with element Sq (i, j) ∈ B corresponding to the
sensitivity of DG bus i with respect to DG bus j, ∀ i, j ∈ Ng ; vkick be a vector of size h of
kickoff voltages; and qa (k) be a vector of size h of the reactive power absorbed at each PV
inverter. To calculate the reactive power absorption at iteration k, we set

qa (k) = qa (k−1) + ∆qa (k) ,

(2.9)

where ∆qa (k) is the change in reactive power absorbed from iteration k − 1 to k calculated
as:

∆qa (k) = Bq −1 aq

(2.10)

where aq = mq (v(k) − vkick ) − qa (k−1) , and Bq = mq Sq + I. To compute APC, a slight
modification is necessary (as the PV inverter is set to qmax ), where ∆pc (k) will be
calculated using (2.11).
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∆pc (k) = Bp −1 a∗p

(2.11)

where a∗p = m p (v(k) − vcri − Sq qmax ) − pc (k−1) , and qmax is the vector of size h containing
the maximum reactive power each inverter can absorb. The derivation of ∆qa (k) and a∗p are
shown in Appendix B. Like c, cq is a binary vector of size h where each element is
∈ {0, 1} based on v(k) ≥ vkick . The remainder of Algorithm 2 works as explained in
Section 2.6.1.

Figure 2.5. Convergence of voltage magnitude in three droop based PV inverter controllers
LDAPC, QDAPC and ARD when maximum available PV power (pmppt ) changes from
0 kW to 6.25 kW for farthest houses (H11/12).
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2.6.3

Algorithm Convergence
Fig. 2.5 shows the convergence of the sensitivity-based algorithms for the farthest

houses in the benchmark (H11/12) for LDAPC, QDAPC, and ARD, given in cyan,
magenta, and orange, respectively.
Algorithm 2: Implementing the ARD controller
Input:
• vcri , m p ,v(k) , pc (k)
• Kickoff voltage vkick
• Initial reactive power absorption: qa
• Reactive droop coefficient: mq
Data:
• Read pmppt , house load power
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

while ||v(k) − v(k−1) ||∞ > ε do
∆pc (k) = Bp −1 a∗p
pc (k) ← pc (k−1) + ∆pc (k)
(k)

(k)

pinv ← pmppt − c pc
∆qa (k) = Bq −1 aq
qa (k) ← qa (k−1) + ∆qa (k)
(k)

qinv ← −cq
(k)

(k)

qa

(k)

if qinv ≥ qmax , qinv ← −qmax
solve load flow with pinv (k) and qinv (k)
k ← k+1
end
return pinv and qinv

Note in each iteration, the voltage change is greater for ARD than LDAPC and
QDAPC, because ARD uses both reactive power absorption and active power curtailment
for voltage control. All controllers converged in less than 15 iterations. Compared to
Fig. 2.4, the numerical oscillations are eliminated using the iterative sensitivity-based
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Figure 2.6. Absolute percent error in voltage magnitudes for farthest houses (H11/12)
between GridLAB-D and PSCAD when implementing droop based inverter controllers
(LDAPC, QDAPC, and ARD) with the proposed sensitivity-based algorithm.
approach. The results are similar to the other houses. To check the solution of the
accuracy of the converged voltage magnitude using the sensitivity-based algorithm,
dynamic simulations of these controllers in the same benchmark were conducted in
PSCAD. The dynamic model of the benchmark in PSCAD was first validated against the
GridLAB-D model without PV controllers by matching nodal voltage magnitudes with
different active power injection levels. The PV controller outputs were then tested using
ten different active power injection levels — varying from 20 kW to 75 kW in a step of
5kW. These values were chosen because net generation below 20kW did not cause
curtailment, above 75 kW is limited by transformer capacity. All cases were run
separately in GridLAB-D and PSCAD, and the min, mean, and max percent error in
voltage magnitude were compared for the farthest houses (H11/12).
The errors for each of the three PV inverter controllers are shown in Fig. 2.6, with
the maximum absolute error in voltage limited to below 0.5% in all controllers. The minor
difference in PV controller converged values may be due to the different network
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equations solved by the QSTS (steady-state RMS values) versus dynamic (measured RMS
values). The minor differences are acceptable for the domains that are studied using QSTS
(e.g., energy costs, steady-state voltage).
2.7

Framework for Techno-Economic and Sustainability Study

Figure 2.7. Framework for evaluating PV inverter controllers for voltage regulation. All
controllers are implemented in python which will interact with GridLAB-D in run-time to
change inverter set-points based on voltage measurements obtained after power flow. The
voltage magnitudes and power measurements from all nodes after final power flow will be
stored for post-processing helping to do techno-economic and sustainability assessment.
The general framework for techno-economic and sustainability study of PV inverter
controllers for voltage regulation is shown in Fig. 2.7. The inverter controller under
investigation is implemented in python (an open source programming language useful for
computation, data visualization and many more) which will control the PV inverters
modeled in GridLABD along with distribution feeders. GridLAB-D is a power system
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modeling and simulation environment developed by the U.S. Department of energy [33].
GridLAB-D runs power flow by taking load data input for each load node in the feeder
(note a solar inverter is modeled as a negative load). The inverter could not be
implemented in GridLAB-D instead, python is used as a programming platform to
implement PV inverter controllers. Co-simulation between python and GridLABD is
performed using Bus.py [34], a python module, to exchange information between them.
Voltage measurements from GridLAB-D are used by the controller to compute inverter
active and reactive power set-points. These new inverter set-points will be used by
GridLAB-D again to conduct power flow. Finally, power measurements from all nodes at
all times will be collected. The process is continued for all PV inverter control schemes.
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CHAPTER 3

TECHNO-ECONOMIC STUDY

The framework proposed in Chapter 2 is used to perform techno-economic and
sustainability study in five different inverter control schemes explained in the same
chapter. The chapter first describes the simulation methodology and then analyzes the
results of techno-economic performance comparison2 .
3.1

Simulation Methodology
The five different PV inverter controllers described in Chapter 2 (OVP, LDAPC,

QDAPC, ARD, and ARPM) are compared based on their long-term technical and
economic impact in LV distribution systems. An annual simulation is performed using
input data for the year 2014. The section describes the benchmark, input data for load,
irradiance, and electricity pricing, and provides the PV controller parameters used in the
simulation study. The values are chosen for this comparative techno-economic study, but
the methods are general enough to be used for any combination of input parameters,
distribution network, and PV inverter controller. The co-simulation and benchmark for
implementing PV inverter controllers are already explained in Chapter 2.
3.1.1

Load Data
Unique load data was created for each house using the Mt /G/∞ queue model

from [35]. The model makes use of the openly available hourly load data from distribution
companies to create unique random loads for each house that statistically aggregate to the
known distribution system load profile. For the simulation, the 2014 annual load from
2 The

implementation of PV inverter controllers (OVP, LDPAC, QDAPC, and ARPM) along with distribution system modeling in GridLAB-D for techno-economic study is a joint work between Rupak Mahat – a
former SDSU graduate, and Kapil Duwadi in year 2017-2018.
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ComEd (Chicago, IL) was scaled down to a 100 W and 5000 W upper and lower bound,
respectively, for the queue model. The year-long load profile for H12 is shown in Fig. 3.1,
along with a zoomed in version for one day. For other houses load profiles will follow a
similar pattern.

Figure 3.1. Year long load profile for farthest house (H12) in minute resolution with
zoomed in view shown for one day to illustrate random load changes generated using queuing load modelling technique for 2014.

3.1.2

PV Data
Global horizontal irradiance data obtained from SolarAnywhere [36] is used to

calculate hourly available PV power. The study considers Chicago, IL, at latitude 41.88◦ N
and longitude 87.66◦ W for 2014 to match the synthetic load data and pricing information.
Solar data required for the one-minute simulation timestep is calculated from the hourly
data using linear interpolation. Let η be the efficiency of the PV panel, I be the solar
irradiance (W/m2 ), and A be the area of the PV panel (m2 ). Irradiance data is then used to
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calculate the maximum power available in the PV array as PMPPT = η × I × A. For an
8.4 kW capacity PV system, the efficiency is taken as η =16.7% and A =50.2605 m2 [37].
3.1.3

Utility Tariff Structures
Two tariff schemes, RTP and flat rate, are used to investigate economic impacts of

the PV systems with different inverter controllers. Pricing information is obtained from
ComEd for both tariff schemes to match the irradiance and load data for Chicago, IL. The
end-users are assumed to be in a net metering program, where excess PV energy is sold
back to the utility at the same rate paid for consumption. In both tariff schemes, the total
charge paid by the end-user is divided into three categories: supply charge, delivery
charge, taxes, and fees. The main difference between the two tariffs is in the supply
charge; the energy charge for RTP is calculated based on the hourly RTP, averaged from
5-minute RTP blocks provided by ComEd [38], while the price is constant in the flat rate
tariff. Additionally, the capacity charge included in the RTP scheme as part of the supply
charge, which is computed based on the end user’s contribution to the system peak load.
The delivery charges, taxes, and fees are similar for both tariff schemes, but the flat rate
tariff has an additional energy efficiency program charge.
3.1.4

Controller Parameters
The controller parameters for droop based PV inverter control schemes (LDAPC,

QDAPC, and ARD) are the same as used in Chapter 2. For implementing the ARPM
controller tD and ∆t are taken as 20 min. and 1 min. intervals respectively[22].
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3.2

Results and Analysis
Results after technical and economic performance comparison are analyzed by

looking at various performance indexes as explained below in detail.
3.2.1

Voltage Profile
The performance of the different inverter controllers for overvoltage prevention in

LV distribution systems caused by increased PV installation is analyzed in this section
using the parameters outlined above. A violin plot showing the annual distribution of
voltage magnitudes for each controller, compared to the baseline case without overvoltage
protection control (i.e., pinv = pmppt , regardless of voltage issues), is presented in Fig. 3.2
(6,307,200 voltage magnitude samples from all 12 houses using one-minute time
resolution over one year). Violin plot is similar to a box plot but with the (rotated) kernel
density plot on each side. The thickness (or density) represents how often each voltage
magnitude occurred. The shape of the distribution of voltage magnitudes within the
operating zone (for OVP, LDAPC, and QDAPC between 1.042 and 1.058 p.u., and for
ARD and ARPM between 1.02 to 1.058 p.u.) reflects the controller response to
overvoltage. If no overvoltage protection is implemented, the system will reach a peak
voltage of 1.09 p.u. The minimum voltage in the system is 0.95 p.u. and remains
unaffected by the implementation of the inverter controllers (note, preventing
undervoltage is not within the scope of this paper).
The voltage magnitudes are clustered closer to the upper limit (1.058 p.u.) for
QDAPC, whereas they are clustered near the lower limit (1.042 p.u.) in LDAPC. The
ability of QDAPC to maintain the voltages near the maximum limit more often than
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of voltage magnitudes in the form of violin plot for different five
different PV inverter controllers compared to no overvoltage protection case for the year
2014. The controllers objective is to keep the voltage below 1.058 p.u.
LDAPC is because QDAPC curtails less active power for voltages near the lower limit
(quadratic behavior). Thus, QDAPC greatly reduces total energy curtailment compared to
the LDAPC while still maintaining the voltage within the limits. In the OVP inverter
controller, because the inverter shuts down (full curtailment) and remains off for five
minutes after the occurrence of overvoltage, the voltage immediately drops once
overvoltage occurs.
The lower density of voltage magnitudes in the range between 1.042 p.u. and
1.058 p.u. in the ARD and ARPM controllers compared to LDAPC and QDAPC is
because, in the region of interest, the controller is absorbing reactive power to avoid
overvoltage while injecting maximum available power from the PV. The ARD controller
is able to maintain the voltage below vth compared to other controllers because the PV
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inverter absorbs maximum reactive power after vcri , whereas in ARPM this occurs after
vth . The high density centered at 1.02 p.u. in ARD controller is the cumulative effect of
collecting voltage magnitude samples from each of the 12 houses. Note the definition of
maximum reactive power is different in ARD and ARPM. In ARD, maximum reactive
power is fixed and determined by inverter capacity, whereas in ARPM it is time-varying
and dependent on pmppt (ARD will always be greater than or equal to ARPM, allowing
ARD to absorb more reactive power and thus lowering voltage).
All controllers are able to maintain the voltage below 1.058 p.u. except for the
ARPM controller. The inability to maintain voltage magnitudes above 1.058 p.u. all time
in ARPM controller is because of the inherent characteristics of the algorithm, in which
the communication signal is issued only after the local voltage of a house reaches
1.058 p.u., and controller takes time for the other houses to ramp their reactive power
absorption to the maximum limit and curtail active power when needed. In this simulation
study, the local voltage at houses closer to the distribution transformer never exceeds the
critical voltage (specifically H1–H4 for OVP, LDAPC, and QDAPC, and H1–H6 for
ARD), indicating that local inverter controllers do not curtail active power. In the ARPM
controller, these houses curtail to prevent overvoltage as ARPM takes a coordinated
approach.
3.2.2

Energy Generation and Consumption
In Fig. 3.3, five different colored dots for each house illustrate the annual energy

being generated by a house with the five different inverter control methods for 2014. The
bar graph overlaid in the lower left represents the annual aggregated energy being
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generated by the 12 houses. The total generated energy is greatest with the ARD and
ARPM controllers because they both absorb reactive power as the first strategy to mitigate
overvoltage; active power is curtailed only if the reactive power capabilities are not
sufficient to prevent the overvoltage. The lower total energy generation in ARD compared
to ARPM is because the former uses the same droop coefficients for each house based on
local voltage, whereas the latter uses a communication signal to coordinate reactive power
support from all PV inverters. Tuning the ARD coefficients might increase the total
generated energy and could be further evaluated using the proposed framework.

Figure 3.3. House-wise energy generation from PV for the year 2014 for five different PV
inverter controllers. Overlay bar graph shows controller-wise aggregated annual energy
generation for the same year. The variation in energy generation is higher in OVP and least
in ARPM between houses with a total generation being highest.

Among the droop-based APC controllers, QDAPC produced the highest energy
compared to LDAPC. By curtailing the active power proportional to the square of voltage
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deviation in QDAPC, less active power is curtailed when the voltage is near vcri , allowing
QDAPC to curtail less energy than LDAPC. OVP controller has the least amount of
energy generation because the inverter shuts down to prevent overvoltage, causing full
curtailment of the available PV power. Additionally, the inverter remains off for five
minutes after the overvoltage has occurred.
Fairness is observed — all houses curtail the same amount of active power — in
energy generation for each of the 12 houses if using the ARPM controller because of the
coordinated reactive power absorption and active power curtailment strategy. Fairness is
important from the user point of view, as energy generated is independent of the location
of the house on the power network and can be used to quantify a social aspect of the
controllers discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Energy generated is not fair among houses for
the other controllers as they make local decisions, which are greatly influenced by location
on the network. However, the controller might not lead to minimum curtailment at the
system level, which needs to be further investigated. Except for ARPM, generation
significantly reduces with the distance from the transformer in other controllers. On the
other hand, total energy generated by houses close to the substation transformer is the
same, with a slight reduction in energy generation with ARPM controllers (caused by
coordinated active power curtailment, where houses may curtail before they have a local
voltage issue).
The local generation of energy using PV helps in reducing electric energy
consumption (demand). In Fig. 3.4, each dot represents the net annual energy consumed
by the house, with different colors representing the different inverter controllers (except
for cyan colored dots, which represent energy consumption without PV). The bar graph
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overlaid in the left represents the aggregated annual energy consumption of all 12 houses
for different controllers. The energy consumed significantly decreased with the

Figure 3.4. House-wise net annual energy consumption in five different PV inverter controllers for the year 2014 compared to no PV case. Overlaid bar graph shows controllerwise aggregated annual energy consumption for the same year. Net energy consumption
reduced greatly with PV and highest reduction achieved in ARPM controller.

installation of a PV system in all houses, directly leading to economic benefits for the
owner. ARD and ARPM had similar results from the point of view of total energy
consumed. If reactive power could not be used, LDAPC or QDAPC would lead to
approximately 15-30% increase in energy consumption. Considering OVP, the
disconnection time after overvoltages led to higher household energy provided from the
utility — close to a 50% increase compared to ARD and ARPM, as shown in Fig. 3.3. The
variation in different household energy consumption in the no PV and ARPM cases are
from the randomness of the load generation from the queue model.
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3.2.3

Energy Losses
Energy loss is another pertinent technical consideration to assess the performance of

inverter overvoltage prevention controllers. The distribution system energy losses are
divided into transformer losses and distribution line losses. The transformer losses only
include the loss in equivalent series impedance. Actual transformer losses will be slightly
higher as shunt parameters are neglected. However, neglecting shunt parameter will not
affect the comparison study, because the change in no-load loss due to the controllers is
insignificant compared to the change in series losses. In this study, the distribution and
transmission systems losses before the LV transformer are not considered.
In Fig. 3.5, the annual distribution system losses for different controllers are shown,
compared to the same system without installed PV. The higher distribution energy losses
from ARPM and ARD is due to higher active power injection and reactive power
absorption. The slightly higher feeder and transformer losses in ARD compared to ARPM
is because the PV inverter absorbs greater than or equal reactive power than ARPM at a
given voltage due to the tuning of the droop coefficients. Transformer losses contributed
to almost 40% of the total distribution loss in the system. The higher energy loss in
droop-based APC controllers (both LDAPC and QDAPC) than OVP is because of the
higher energy being injected from PV by these controllers.
In the no PV case, the total distribution energy loss is lower for all controllers,
except loss is slightly higher than OVP. The higher losses in the distribution system as
compared to the no PV case can be attributed to the fact that load and PV generation do
not often correlate leading to more periods of high current flowing in the feeder, which in
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of energy loss between PV inverter controllers for the year 2014
compared to no PV case. The curtailment loss dominated feeder and transformer loss with
controllers using only active power (OVP, LDAPC, QDAPC) and reverse is true for the
controller using both active and reactive power for overvoltage protection (ARD, ARPM).
turn increases the distribution system losses. In other words, the distribution system losses
are dependent on the amount of net power circulating in the feeder, which depends on the
self-consumption of PV generation by the houses. However, these results cannot be
generalized and might differ for different loading, irradiance data, and PV installation that
were not considered in this paper. The idea is to provide a general idea of the behavior of
each method.
3.2.4

Impact on Distribution Transformer Loading
The energy loss discussed in the previous section, along with reactive power

absorbed in the feeder, is supplied by the distribution transformer, affecting the
transformer loading. The impact of the different PV controllers on apparent power loading
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of the distribution transformer is shown in Fig. 3.6 as a kernel density estimation. The
figure shows how often the distribution transformer had a given loading (in kVA)
throughout the annual simulation for each controller, compared to the no installed PV
case.
With the addition of PV in the distribution system, the transformer at times is loaded
near full capacity. Droop-based APC control methods loaded the transformer up to 60
kVA, at which point all active power would be curtailed based on voltages reaching the
threshold. The larger density for higher apparent power loading with ARD and ARPM is
due to reduced active power curtailment and increased reactive power absorption,
indicating a higher chance of utilizing the transformer near full capacity. Analysis of the
apparent power loading of the transformer is important to ensure that the transformer is
not overloaded with an increasing PV installation. In addition, the results provide insight
in areas where additional transformer loading (which increases temperature) can
accelerate the degradation process of these units.
3.2.5

Financial Impact on Utility, Government, and End-users
The prior analysis presented the technical impacts of the inverter controllers. In this

section, the long-term economic impact of overvoltage prevention inverter controllers is
analyzed using two different pricing structures, specifically RTP and flat rate tariff. The
deviation of energy consumption pattern based on the RTP (e.g., price-based demand
response of the consumer) of end-user is not considered for the study.
The electricity tariff scheme has a significant impact on the financial benefit of the
end-user, utility, and government. The electricity charges paid by the end-user can be split
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Figure 3.6. Kernel density estimation for an annual apparent power loading of 75 kVA
transformer with different PV inverter controllers compared to no PV case for 2014. Transformer was lightly loaded with no PV, medium loaded with active power based controllers
(OVP, LDAPC and QDAPC) and loaded close to full capacity with controllers using both
active and reactive power (ARD, ARPM).
into three major categories: supply charges, distribution charges, and taxes and fees as
described in Section 3.1.3. The electric utility (e.g., ComEd) revenue benefits from
distribution charges paid by the end-user. Government and energy agencies get a direct
benefit from taxes and fees that end-users pay for consuming the electricity. The supply
charges are paid to the regional transmission organization (RTO)/independent system
operator (ISO), e.g., PJM, which operates the wholesale electricity market. The
aggregated annual electricity bill incurred from all 12 houses is shown in Fig. 3.7.
Observation of nearly identical electricity bills for both the RTP and flat rate tariff
schemes when there is no PV installation in the system hints that ComEd designed the
RTP in such a way that the overall benefit gained by the utility remains almost unaffected
whether the end-user chooses RTP or flat rate tariff (assuming the end-user does not
change their consumption behavior in response to the price).
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of total electricity charges paid by houses combined with two
different tariff schemes- real time and fixed rate, compared among five different PV inverter
controllers.
As the flat rate tariff is higher than RTP during peak PV generation, in general, the
annual electricity bill is lower for end-users participating in the flat rate tariff. Because the
total generation energy with 12 houses combined is in the increasing order OVP, LDPAC,
QDAPC, ARD, and ARPM, the difference in total energy charges paid using two pricing
schemes will increase in the same order.
As the different controllers directly impact the economic benefit of PV, the payback
period of the PV installation is also impacted. Table 3.1 shows the payback period
(computed by dividing the PV installation cost by the yearly income from PV, neglecting
interest) for the nearest (H1) and farthest (H12) house from the transformer for the
different PV control methods with RTP and flat rate tariff pricing schemes. The cost of 8.4
kW PV system installation is chosen to be $3.22/W [39]. As the electricity bill of the flat
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Figure 3.8. Utility benefit (electric sales minus energy purchased from ISO) with and without considering distribution system losses (higher is better for ComEd). The top-right box
gives the cost of distribution system losses for the different types of PV inverter controllers.
rate tariff is lower as described above, the payback period will be shorter (when using net
metering) regardless of the controllers for both houses. Similarly, since ARD and ARPM
allow the inverters to inject more active power, the payback period will be reduced
compared to the other three control methods, regardless of the type of tariff scheme
adopted. For a given local control method (OVP, LDAPC, QDAPC, and ARD), because
the nearest house (H1) can inject more energy than the farthest house (H12), H1 will have
a shorter payback period than H12 for the same tariff scheme. However with ARPM, as
every house curtails the same amount of active power, all houses will have similar
payback periods (with variations coming from the different load).
Fig. 3.8 shows the net benefit to the electric utility considering distribution losses in
orange, and neglecting distribution losses in blue.
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Table 3.1. Payback period for different PV inverter controllers for the nearest (H1) and
farthest (H12) house from the transformer
house

H1
H12

tariff
scheme
RTP
flat rate
RTP
flat rate

payback period (years)
LD
QD
OVP
ARD ARPM
APC APC
17.2 17.2 17.2 17.2
17.3
14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2
14.3
26.3 22.1 20.1 17.97
17.3
22.7
19
17.1 15.17
14.4

The overlaid bar graph represents costs associated with losses in the distribution
system and is to be paid by the utility. To compute the net benefit to the utility, delivery
charges (from both RTP and flat rate) have been considered (note that both supply charges,
and taxes and fees do not contribute to the utility benefit). As the utility has to pay for
losses in the feeder and transformer, the net utility benefit is reduced when considering
losses in all controller schemes. The net benefit gained decreased in the same order as the
decreased energy consumption. The reduction in benefit is mainly caused by reduced total
energy consumption due to the increased local power production using PV by the houses.
The increased cost of losses from ARD and ARPM is due to higher reactive power
absorption from PV houses to control the overvoltage (ultimately supplied by the
distribution transformer).
To show the impact on government and agencies working for social benefit, the
taxes and fees paid by the end-user is shown for different inverter controllers in Fig. 3.9
for the two pricing structures.
The annual aggregated taxes and fees paid by the 12 houses decreased in the same
order as the utility benefits for both tariff schemes because of reduced energy consumption
by end-users. Similarly, the total taxes and fees paid by the 12 houses are lower for RTP
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Figure 3.9. Total taxes and fees paid by all houses for different PV inverter controller for
RTP and flat rate tariff.
compared to flat rate tariff because of the higher flat rate during high PV generation. The
benefit to the government and utility decreases when using more effective (in a sense of
lower total energy curtailment) inverter overvoltage prevention control methods. As the
change in customer behavior has not been considered in this analysis for RTP, thus the
results might not reflect all benefits to customers adjusting to this tariff.
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CHAPTER 4

4.1

SUSTAINABILITY STUDY

Background and motivation
Sustainable development is defined as development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs by the
World Commission on Environment and Development [40]. Sustainability has three
pillars - social, economic and environment. For any technology to be sustainable it should
be socially, economically and environmentally sustainable. Fig. 4.1 shows these three
aspects of sustainability.

Figure 4.1. Three dimensions of sustainability- social, economic and environment.

4.2

Proposed Sustainability Metrics
The PV inverter can be controlled in a different fashion depending upon the

implementation strategy to prevent overvoltage. Different types of inverter control
strategy may have different social, economic and environmental impacts. It is important to
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Figure 4.2. Fair curtailment between houses of a different generation and load. Size of the
house in proportion to the electrical load. Same panel size indicates the same PV capacity
on each house. House with the lower load will have a higher net generation so curtailment
will be higher, as represented by the bigger cube.
quantify these impacts to select ideal control strategies and also compare the performance
of existing control strategies. In this chapter, separate metrics are proposed to measure
each of the sustainability and explained in detail below.
4.2.1

Social sustainability metric
Social sustainability is defined as the ability of a social system to indefinitely

function at a specified level of social well-being and harmony. One aspect of social
sustainability is social equity — the fair distribution of societal resources (e.g., jobs, local
services) [41]. Fig. 4.2 is used to illustrate this concept which shows that house with
higher net generation (solar generation subtracted from self-consumption) needs to curtail
more to achieve the distribution of opportunity.
For differences due to network location, we define a loss of opportunity factor, µi , as
the ratio of energy curtailed to the maximum possible energy injection of PV inverter i. At
i,t
i,t
time t, let pinv
, pmppt
, and pli,t be the inverter active power output, maximum available
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solar power, and active power demand, respectively. Over a time period T , µi is defined in
(4.1).

T

µi =

∑

t=1

i,t
pi,t
mppt − pinv
i,t
pi,t
mppt − pl

(4.1)

i,t
i,t
Because pmppt
≥ pinv
, the numerator is non-negative. The denominator, however,

can be positive, negative, or zero. A positive denominator means that the net energy
produced by the PV is greater than the user’s demand, which means the customer
contributes to overvoltage. Overvoltage at a distribution node could also be due to higher
neighborhood net generation, however, even when the user’s PV generation is lower than
their demand (i.e., µi is negative), which for some controllers means the user PV is
curtailed even though they do not contribute to the overvoltage.
Ideally, µi for all PV units should be equal for a fair distribution of curtailment (i.e.,
equal opportunity to inject PV). However, depending on the PV inverter control strategy,
feeder parameters, spatial location of PV units, and load profiles, µi may vary drastically
between PV systems. For N PV inverters, let µ̄ be the mean loss of opportunity. A metric
for social sustainability, ηssm , can then be defined in terms of the root mean square
difference of the loss of opportunity for all PV inverters defined by (4.2). When ηssm = 1,
all PV inverters have the same loss of opportunity, resulting in a fair overvoltage
mitigation strategy. This concept can be extended to any type of distributed generation or
energy program.
1

ηssm =
1+

q

∑ (µi −µ̄)2
N

(4.2)
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4.2.2

Economic sustainability metric
Economic sustainability is related to the revenue earned, in this case, it quantifies

how much revenue can be earned by installing PV on rooftop house. Fig. 4.3 shows that
increasing PV installation should result in higher economic benefit to achieve economic
sustainability.

Figure 4.3. Increasing PV installation should provide higher economic revenue for economic sustainability

Determining economic sustainability metric requires knowledge of electricity tariff
schemes. Utility buys electricity from the wholesale market whose price changes on an
hourly basis in real market in US (e.g. PJM electricity market). Customers buy electricity
at retail price, which could be a flat rate, could change in real time, or could be based on
time of use.

(a) Wholesale electricity tariff
In an electricity market, the price of electricity at each node in transmission level
changes in a regular interval of time (e.g. hourly basis) - often referred to as
locational marginal price (LMPs). LMP at a particular transmission node is defined
as the price of electricity to generate one more unit of electricity at that node. LMP
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is obtained from the solution of optimal power flow – which is a non-linear
optimization problem set up to minimize the total cost of electricity generation
subject to power system constraints. In absence of line congestion LMP remains the
same at all nodes, however, that is not always the case. Sometimes load in a
particular area may be high enough that importing cheap electricity from other areas
might become unfeasible due to line limit, and they may have to generate electricity
using more expensive generating units increasing the price of electricity at that
node. Ideally, utility (the entity that sales electricity to local customers) buys
electricity at LMPs unless some small charges are added to cover up the cost of
transmission infrastructure and other costs. The price at which utility buys
electricity from the wholesale market is called wholesale electricity tariff.

Figure 4.4. Three different retail tariff structures used for computing economic sustainability metrics - fixed rate tariff, time of use and real-time pricing.
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(b) Retail electricity tariff
The price at which the consumer buys electricity is called retail electricity tariff.
Three different types of retail electricity tariff schemes used for computing
economic sustainability metrics are described below:
• Fixed rate tariff (FRT): In fixed rate tariff, customers buys energy at fixed
price. In reality, utility adds other costs such as distribution charges, taxes, and
other costs as well on top of actual energy cost.
• Time of use (TOU): In this tariff structure, price of electricity changes based on
time of use. An example TOU tariff is shown in Fig. 4.4.
• Real time pricing (RTP): Electricity price changes in real-time in this tariff.
An hourly real-time electricity tariff is shown in Fig. 4.4 along with TOU and
FRT tariff.

When considering the economic well-being of residential PV, customer and utility
well-being should be considered. In this study, we define an economic sustainability
metric based on the net benefit to the consumer and utility of installing versus
not-installing PV. At time t, let ptu,no PV and ptu,PV be the total active power supplied by the
utility with and without PV, respectively, λrt and λwt be the retail and wholesale electricity
prices, respectively, and ∆t be the time-step. The economic sustainability metric can then
be calculated as (4.3).

T

ηesm =

N

∑ ∑

t=1

i=1





!

t
t
t
t
pi,t
inv λr − pu,no-PV − pu,PV λw ∆t



(4.3)
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The first term in the metric measures the customer benefit by summing revenue
from all PV units based on the retail rate (e.g., real-time, fixed, time of use). The second
term measures the potential economic loss for the utility as a reduction of electric sales
caused by the installed PV. Revenue earned by consumers should be greater than the
potential utility revenue loss in an economically sustainable system (i.e., ηesm ≥ 0).
4.2.3

Environmental sustainability metric
Renewable energy generation reduces pollutant emissions from centralized fossil

plants by replacing a portion of the generation with zero emission energy. Fig. 4.5 shows
that emission should reduce with increasing PV installation to achieve environmental
sustainability.

Figure 4.5. Increasing PV installation should reduce global emissions for environment
sustainability.

The quantity of emission reduced depends on the generation supply mix of the
power system, which varies through time, and the marginal generator. Having knowledge
of emission reductions achieved by adopting certain technologies is beneficial in
stakeholder decision making. In this study, the environmental sustainability metric is
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defined as a percentage reduction in CO2 emissions before and after installing the PV
system under different PV inverter control strategies. Let eno PV and ePV be the marginal
on-peak CO2 emission for a given period T with and without PV, respectively. At time t,
let ω t be marginal on-peak CO2 emissions (in lbs./kW over time period ∆t). The
environmental sustainability metric for PV, ηensm can then be calculated as:

i,t
eno,PV − ePV ∑t (∑i pinv )ω t
=
ηensm =
i,t
eno,PV
∑t (∑i pl )ω t

4.3

(4.4)

Application of Sustainability Metrics
In this Section, we are going to compare the sustainability metrics for different PV

inverter controllers explained in Chapter 2. The same set-up and parameters as provided in
Chapter 3 are used for sustainability study. As ComEd did not provide information about
the time of use (TOU) retail tariff, the price information for TOU is grabbed from
Southern California Edison Website [42]. To make a fair comparison, average TOU price
is made equal to the fixed rate tariff from ComEd. The real-time hourly LMPS (Locational
Marginal Prices) is grabbed from PJM (a regional transmission organization in the U.S.,
that regulates wholesale electricity market) website [43] for the same year, and is used as a
wholesale electricity price for utility in order to compute economic sustainability metric.
PJM also publishes CO2 emissions data (lbs/MW h) for marginal on peak unit. The
emission data for the year 2014 is used to compute CO2 emissions with and without PV
for different PV inverter controllers based on the amount of monthly energy generation.
The energy is assumed to be supplied to the distribution feeder always from the marginal
on peak unit so that we could use PJM marginal on peak emission data from the same the
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year to compute environmental sustainability metric.
4.3.1

Results and analysis
The social, economic, and environmental sustainability of the described inverter

control methods were calculated and compared using the year-long simulation data.
Fig. 4.6 compares the social sustainability metrics among the controllers. The
droop-based methods that only used active power curtailment (LDAPC, QDAPC) for
overvoltage prevention and the normal overvoltage prevention inverter control (OVP)
show lower social sustainability.

Figure 4.6. Social sustainability metrics of five different local PV inverter controllers.
Higher value is preferred for higher sustainability.

The lower social sustainability is because houses near the substation never curtail,
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whereas houses farther from the substation needed to curtail high amounts of energy to
prevent overvoltage, leading to a loss of opportunity for those users far from the
transformer. By using reactive power (i.e., ARD and ARPM), the need for active power
curtailment significantly reduced, and the variation in loss of opportunity reduced, which
significantly increased social sustainability. The use of a communication signal in ARPM
allowed a slightly more fair distribution of loss of opportunity between houses, but the
cost of the required communication infrastructure may not justify the increased fairness
achieved.
Among the three tariffs, TOU provided the highest economic benefit and RTP
provided the least in all simulated inverter control schemes, shown in Fig. 4.7. The

Figure 4.7. Economic sustainability metrics for five different local PV inverter controllers.
Higher value is preferred for higher sustainability.

difference is because the peak PV output and RTP peak do not coincide, while during high
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PV times the TOU price is high (i.e., shoulder and peak hours). Among the different
inverter controllers, those that use reactive power (ARD, ARPM) injected more active
power, resulting in higher economic revenue irrespective of the tariff schemes adopted.

Figure 4.8. Monthly production of CO2 in lbs for different PV inverter controllers based
on PJM average emission data from 2014 compared to no PV case on the left. The solid
red line on the right shows marginal CO2 emission from PJM.

Fig. 4.8 shows the monthly CO2 emissions for different PV inverter control schemes
compared to No PV case on left vertical axis. The right vertical axis shows the monthly
marginal on peak CO2 emissions data from PJM for the year 2014. The emission was
higher for the winter months, possibly due to higher energy consumption during these
months, and could have been supplied using coal and/or natural gas peak power plants.
During summer months, some PV inverter controller observed zero emission because
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combined PV energy generation was higher than the combined energy consumption of the
load.
To compute the environmental sustainability metric, the assumption is that every
kWh produced by solar will replace the kWh from natural gas or coal power plants.
Fig. 4.9 shows the variation of environmental sustainability metrics between different
inverter control approaches.

Figure 4.9. Environmental sustainability metrics for five different local PV inverter controllers. Higher value is preferred for higher sustainability.

These controllers that produced more energy proportionally reduced the emissions.
The controllers absorbing reactive power (such as in ARPM and ARD) reduced emissions
more than controlling using only active power curtailment (such as in OVP, LDAPC, and
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QDAPC).
4.4

Multi-Objective Optimization
Generally, multi-objective optimization involves a set of conflicting objectives to

explore trade-off. The found solutions are a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, where none
are considered better than others. In this Chapter, linearized power flow equations are
used to formulate multi-objective optimization to determine the trade-offs between the
three sustainability metrics for PV overvoltage mitigation.
4.4.1

System description and optimization parameters
Consider a distribution network consisting of N + 1 nodes collected in set

N := 0, 1, 2, ...., N and lines represented by the set of edges E := (m, n) ⊂ N × N with
Node 0 representing the secondary of the substation transformer. Subsets
N + , U , H ⊂ N contain all nodes except node 0, nodes corresponding to utility poles,
and nodes with connected PV, respectively. Note, utility poles neither inject nor absorb
power.
At time t for all nodes in N + , let vt be vector of voltage magnitudes, ptinv and qtinv
be vectors of PV inverter active and reactive power respectively, and ptl and qtl be vectors
of load active and reactive power, respectively. For nodes without PV, PV inverter active
and reactive power are set to zero and for utility nodes, PV inverter power and load power
are set to zero.
i,t i,t
i,t
i,t
Similarly, vi,t , pinv
, qinv
, pi,t
l , ql , pmppt denote the voltage magnitude, PV inverter

active power, PV inverter reactive power, load active power, load reactive power, and
maximum available power of ith node at time t, respectively. For node without PV, pi,t
mppt
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is set to zero.
4.4.2

Linearized power flow equation
Power flow equations (meaning power inflow should be equal to power outflow at

every node in the power system network) are highly nonlinear in nature which makes
optimization problem hard to solve. Linear approximations of these power flow equations
are proposed for radial network in [44], [45] given by equation (4.5). From these
references, let R ∈ R|N

+ |×|N + |

, B ∈ R|N

+ |×|N + |

and a ∈ R|N

+ |×1

be network constants

that depend on the admittance matrix (excluding slack bus), Y ∈ C|N

+ |×|N + |

, and initial

voltage magnitude. Power flow can then be linearized as (4.5).

v = R(pinv − pl ) + B(qinv − ql ) + a

(4.5)

Equation (4.5) shows that voltage magnitudes are linearly related to net injected
active and reactive powers. No load voltage approximation was used to find R, B, and a of
the network.
4.4.3

Multi-Objective Optimization Formulation
In this section, a multi-objective optimization problem is formulated based on

maximizing social, economic, and environmental sustainability, subject to several
technical constraints. Let T := 1, 2, ...., T be the set of time periods for the optimization.
Eq. (5.3) ensures that the linearized power flow equations are satisfied.
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vt = R(ptinv − ptl ) + B(qtinv − qtl ) + a, ∀t ∈ T

(4.6)

The voltage magnitude at all distribution nodes must be between the minimum
(vmin ) and maximum (vmax ), given in (5.5).

vmin ≤ vi,t ≤ vmax ∀i ∈ N + , ∀t ∈ T

(4.7)

The reactive power of a PV inverter is limited by the allowed power factor. For a
power factor angle φ , the reactive power output of a PV inverter is limited by (5.6).

i,t
|qinv
| ≤ tan(cos−1 φ )pi,t
inv , ∀i ∈ H , ∀t ∈ T

(4.8)

The active power injection of the PV inverter must be between 0 and the maximum
available power at that time for each node as given in (5.7).

i,t
0 ≤ pi,t
inv ≤ pmppt , ∀i ∈ H , ∀t ∈ T

(4.9)

The active and reactive power output of a PV inverter i must not exceed the inverter
apparent power capacity, siinv , given in (5.8).

i,t
i
k(pi,t
inv , qinv )k2 ≤ sinv , ∀i ∈ H , ∀t ∈ T

(4.10)

At utility nodes, the active and reactive load and active and reactive inverter power
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must be set to zero at all times as formulated in (5.9) and (5.10).

i,t
pi,t
inv , pl = 0, ∀i ∈ U , ∀t ∈ T

(4.11)

i,t
qi,t
inv , ql = 0, ∀i ∈ U , ∀t ∈ T

(4.12)

The multi-objective optimization is then formulated as:

max ηssm , ηesm , ηensm

ptinv ,qtinv ,vt

(4.13)

subject to (5.3)–(5.10).
4.4.4

NSGA-II for multi-objective optimization
To solve (5.11), we use the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

(NSGA-II) [46], provided by the gamultiobj function from MATLAB. NSGA-II maintains
diversity in the population by choosing individual solutions even if they have lower fitness
values, which is useful to converge to an optimal Pareto front. The algorithm starts with
an initial population of feasible solutions (each individual solution is called a
chromosome). Some of the terminologies used while implementing a genetic algorithm
are explained briefly below.

• Rank: Each individual in a population is given a rank based on their fitness value
using the iterative process. Individuals present in rank 1 are not dominated by other
individuals, individuals present in rank 2 are dominated by individuals present in
rank 1 and goes on. Individuals with lower rank have higher chances of selection.
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• Crowding distance: A measure of closeness of an individual to it’s nearest
neighbors within the same rank. The distance can be measured in objective function
space or decision variable space but default objective function space is used in this
study. It is computed as the sum over the dimensions (indexed by m) of normalized
absolute distance between sorted nearest neighbors. Individuals within the same
rank with higher crowding distance have higher chances of selection.
• Spread: Measures the movement of Pareto set. Iterations stop when the spread does
not change much, and the final spread is less than an average of recent spreads.

The genetic algorithm follows the following steps in each iteration.
Step 1: Parent chromosomes are selected from among the individual solutions based on
some selection function (default binary tournament function could be any function
customized)
Step 2: Children chromosomes are created using crossover and mutation
Step 3: Compute the score for each child based on objective function value and their
feasibility
Step 4: Computing rank and crowding distance of each individual in an extended population
(children and current population)
Step 5: Trimming of an extended population by retaining the appropriate number of
individuals in each rank
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The algorithm stops whenever the geometric value of the relative change in the
value of spread is less than tolerance or number of generations exceed the maximum
allowed generations or time limit exceeds.
4.4.5

Optimization Setup
The same distribution benchmark system previously used for comparing

sustainability metrics between different PV inverter controllers is used to perform
multi-objective optimization. To perform multi-objective optimization the highest
irradiance of the same year 2014 is considered in an hour resolution because of the
computation limitation of CPU to handle big size matrix (for minute resolution even for a
day the size of matrix GA need to handle was 10 GB).

Figure 4.10. Pareto front obtained after performing multi-objective optimization consisting
of 70 non-dominated solutions. Economic and environmental sustainability metrics on left
and right are negatively correlated to social sustainability metric.

The solar and load data and how they are obtained already explained in the previous
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chapter. Unity power factor is used to capture the worst case scenario which will result in
maximum curtailment for implementation. To generate initial population random linear
objective functions are optimized subject to same constraints, (5.3)–(5.10). In addition,
individual solutions obtained by optimizing each sustainability metrics are also added in
the pool of initial population to reach accurate solution set.
4.4.6

Result and analysis
Fig. 4.10 shows the Pareto front between the three sustainability metrics.

Maximizing environmental and economic sustainability metrics were found to not be
conflicting objectives because increasing economic sustainability was caused by increased
active power injection, which corresponds to an increased reduction in CO2 emissions.

Figure 4.11. Variation in loss of opportunity factors between houses in different nondominated solutions obtained after performing multi-objective optimization.

However, maximizing social sustainability metric directly opposes economic and
environmental sustainability. If both objectives are equally important and a knee-point
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exists on the Pareto front, this point would provide the best compromise, indicated by the
curve’s local maximum. To see how each Pareto solution evolved, we looked at the
variation of loss of opportunity between the twelve houses. Fig. 4.11 shows that for Pareto
solutions with higher social sustainability (left side of figure), a lower deviation in loss of
opportunity between houses is observed.
As the solutions move toward more economic (or environmental) sustainability, the
variation of µi between houses increased drastically. For the houses near the transformer
(H1–H6) µi decreased, houses in the middle (H9, H10) µi remained almost same, and for
the farther houses (H11, H12) µi dramatically increased. The variation in µi occurs
because to achieve higher overall economic benefits, curtailment is high for houses
situated farther from the substation compared to the nearer houses.
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CHAPTER 5

ADDITIONAL STUDY ON HIGH PV PENETRATION

Apart from techno-economic and sustainability study of PV inverter controllers, I
also worked on the marginal cost of distribution ancillary services and PV hosting
capacity analysis which are also the major issues of increasing PV installation. The
distribution system is limited in terms of the amount of PV that can be installed without
needing further grid investments. Hosting capacity analysis helps to estimate the current
potential of the distribution system. When the PV installed is more than the hosting
capacity, distribution ancillary services such as active power curtailment, reactive power
absorption may become necessary to maintain reliable distribution system operation.
Having knowledge of the locational marginal cost of such services helps to provide an
incentive to corresponding entities. At some point, depending on how far the current PV
penetration is from hosting capacity, other grid investment along with PV inverter control
may become the cost-effective solution.
5.1

Marginal Cost of Distribution Ancillary Services
The inverter can either absorb reactive power and/or curtail active power to mitigate

overvoltage caused by increasing PV installation in the distribution feeder. Curtailment of
active power reduces the economic benefit of having PV in the system and is not desirable.
Absorbing reactive power reduces the need for active power curtailment for overvoltage
mitigation indirectly increasing economic benefit. Note that, reactive power absorption
might require higher inverter capacity, increase feeder loss however the motivation is that
economic benefit of reduced curtailment exceeds other negative impacts. Any PV unit
present in the distribution system can provide these ancillary services however some
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nodes can be more effective than others. The major question is how can we assign the
price for these services. Distribution optimal power flow is formulated in this thesis paper
to find out the marginal cost of these services. A marginal active power curtailment cost,
σi,APC , is the cost of curtailing next watt of power at ith node. Similarly, a marginal cost
for reactive power absorption, σi,RPC for ith node is defined. They can be used to provide
incentives to PV units providing these services. σAPC and σRPC are vectors collecting
marginal costs from all nodes in the distribution network.
5.1.1

Distribution optimal power flow formulation
In this section, a distributed optimal power flow problem is formulated to determine

the marginal cost of active power curtailment and reactive power absorption, subject to
several technical constraints. Let pcurt and qabsorb be the vector collecting active power
curtailment and reactive power absorption from all nodes in the distribution network
defined in (5.1) and (5.2).

pcurt = pmppt − pinv

(5.1)

qabsorb = −qinv

(5.2)

For ith node, picurt , qiabsorb are corresponding active power curtailment and reactive
power absorption respectively. Note for utility nodes (node with no load and no
generation) picurt = 0 and qiabsorb = 0. Equation (5.3) ensures that the linearized power
flow equations are satisfied and is a modified version of the linearized power flow
equation described previously.
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σAPC : pcurt = R−1 (R(pmppt − pl ) − B(qabsorb + ql ) + a)

(5.3)

Note σAPC is just a vector of Lagrangian multipliers for the constraint vector defined
in (5.3). These Lagrangian multipliers are essentially marginal costs - depending on how
objective function is defined. Similarly to find out σRPC they can be written as in (5.4).

σRPC : qabsorb = B−1 (R(pmppt − pcurt − pl ) − B(ql ) + a)

(5.4)

The voltage magnitude at all distribution nodes must be between the minimum
(vmin ) and maximum (vmax ), given in (5.5).

vmin ≤ vi ≤ vmax ∀i ∈ N

+

(5.5)

The reactive power absorption of a PV inverter is limited by the allowed power
factor. For a power factor angle φ , the reactive power absorption of a PV inverter is
limited by (5.6).
|qiabsorb | ≤ tan(cos−1 φ )(pimppt − picurt ), ∀i ∈ H

(5.6)

The active power curtailment must be between 0 and the maximum available power
at that time for each node as given in (5.7).

0 ≤ picurt ≤ pimppt , ∀i ∈ H

(5.7)

The active and reactive power output of a PV inverter i must not exceed the inverter
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apparent power capacity, siinv , given in (5.8).

k(pimppt − picurt , qiabsorb )k2 ≤ siinv , ∀i ∈ H

(5.8)

At utility nodes, the active and reactive load, and active power curtailment and
reactive power absorption of inverter must be set to zero as formulated in (5.9) and (5.10).

picurt , pil = 0, ∀i ∈ U

(5.9)

qiabsorb , qil = 0, ∀i ∈ U

(5.10)

The objective is to minimize the cost of curtailment. If λPV is the levelized cost of
PV energy (expressed either in cents/kWh or $/kWh) the objective can be formulated as in
(5.11).

min

pcurt ,qabsorb ,v

∑ λPV picurt ∆t

(5.11)

i

subject to (5.3)–(5.10).
Here, ∆t is time interval (in an hour) for updating the marginal cost of active power
curtailment and reactive power absorption in the market.
5.1.2

Levelized cost of PV
The levelized cost of the PV system (LCPV) is defined as the ratio of the total cost

for installing and operating PV system to total energy produced over its lifetime.
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LCPV = λPV =

life time cost of PV system
lime time energy generation

(5.12)

The life time cost of PV system can be divided into five categories:
development/planning (Cdev ), PV panels (CPanel ), electrical apparatus (CElec. ), mounting
structure and civil work (CCivil ), in addition to operation and maintenance (CO&M ) [47].

LCC = Cdev +CPanel +CElec. +CCivil +CO&M

(5.13)

Development and planning cost include research and development cost (such as grid
impact study, environmental study), legal cost of permitting, cost related to finance or
lease and land cost. Similarly, PV panel cost would include the cost of manufacturing
solar panel (such as the cost of materials, assembling, smelting, wafering, etc.). Cost of
physical installation such as labor cost, the construction set up, civil work, etc. comes
under the mounting structure and civil work cost. Cost of inverters, wires, protection
system, transformers, interconnection to AC grid, etc. comes under electrical cost.
Operation and maintenance cost includes the cost of component replacement and labor for
operating PV system if needed.
Equation (5.12) is more general definition. We used installation cost ($2.8/kW),
inverter replacement cost ($0.13$/kW), degradation factor of PV panel (0.75%) and
inflation rate (2.5%) for residential PV system from [48] to compute λPV of 8.4 kW PV
system considered in this study. The Payback period of 10 years is considered for this
study. The λPV for 8.4 kW is found to be 21.44 cents/kWh. The solar data is taken from
[36] to compute estimated available energy generation (≈118 MWh considering 0.75%
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degradation rate and 10 years payback period).
5.1.3

Set-up for distribution optimal power flow
The same 12 house radial distribution feeder (description available in chapter 3) is

used to compute the marginal cost of active power curtailment and reactive power
absorption in 10-minute resolution for the highest irradiance day (June 22, 2014). Load
data and solar data are the same as used in previous chapters. For each time, the
optimization is solved independently (no time coupling constraints) using Optimization
Toolbox in MATLAB.
5.1.4

Marginal cost of active power curtailment
The marginal cost of active power curtailment (cents/kW) for the next 10 minute at

various distance from the substation is shown in Fig. 5.1. The cost is zero when there is
zero curtailment (no overvoltage occurs). The curtailment happens during an afternoon
when solar power is available (when overvoltage occurs and curtailment is used to
mitigate overvoltage) and curtailment price becomes nonzero. The marginal cost of
curtailment increased with increase in distance from substation where PV is installed. The
increment in marginal cost is because the same curtailment can cause higher voltage
change with an increase in distance.
5.1.5

Marginal cost of reactive power absorption
The marginal cost of reactive power absorption (cents/kVAR) for the next 10-minute

at various distance from the substation is shown in Fig. 5.2. The nonzero curtailment price
appears whenever curtailment occurs to prevent overvoltage. The reactive power
absorption does not directly cost money; however, it helps to reduce the need for active
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Figure 5.1. Marginal cost of active power curtailment in 10 minute resolution at various
distances from distribution substation for June 22, 2014.
Table 5.1. Incentives for active power curtailment and reactive power absorption
House
H1, H2 (40m)
H3, H4 (60m)
H5, H6 (80m)
H7, H8 (100m)
H9, H10 (120m)
H11, H12 (140m)

active power curtailment
incentive (cents)
0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0
108.1, 105.5

reactive power absorption
incentive (cents)
62.27, 62.27
68.8, 68.8
7.32, 75.32
81.84, 81.84
88.36 88.36
80.09, 79.63

power curtailment. And incentive should be provided to those units which are providing
these services.
The marginal cost of reactive power absorption increased with increase in distance
from substation where PV is installed. The increase in marginal cost for reactive power
absorption is because the same reactive power absorption can cause higher voltage change
with an increase in distance. The marginal cost of reactive power absorption is less than
the marginal cost of active power curtailment because active power is more sensitive to
voltage change than reactive power.
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Figure 5.2. Marginal cost of reactive power absorption in 10-minute resolution at various
distances from distribution substation for June 22, 2014.

5.1.6

Total cost of services
Table 5.1 shows how much each house would receive for providing active power

curtailment and reactive power absorption service as an incentive. Total incentives for
active power curtailment is $2.05 and for reactive power absorption $9.46 should be paid
because of the higher quantity of reactive power absorption (0.95 leading and lagging
power factor limit) compared to the quantity of active power curtailment needed to prevent
overvoltage. The total cost of incentive would be $10.5 for a day. The cost would increase
to $16 if reactive power is not allowed to be absorbed by an inverter for voltage regulation.
5.1.7

Summary of Study
The concept of the locational marginal cost of ancillary services (such as active

power curtailment and reactive power absorption) provided by the PV inverter for voltage
mitigation studied in this research work can help utilities to provide incentives for such
services.
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5.2

Monte-Carlo based PV hosting Capacity Analysis
PV power generation is highly variable in nature and poses several challenges while

integrating with the electric grid. The main factor that prevents PV installation is
overvoltage, which limits the PV hosting capacity of the feeder [23]. Several studies were
performed in the past few years to understand the impact of PV penetration in a
distribution feeder. Ultimately, PV integration challenges limit the installation of PV in a
feeder. Integrating more PV than the feeder hosting capacity requires a distribution system
or PV inverter control upgrades. The distribution system hosting capacity upgrade costs
vary significantly with PV penetration level, and the cost is dependent on size and spatial
location of PV in the feeder [49]. As the location, size and orientation of the PV
installations along with load profile in a particular feeder are random in nature, Monte
Carlo simulation is a common approach for such a study. High penetration PV case
studies were conducted for a 1.2 MW plant in Kaua’i Island Utility Cooperative, Hawaii,
and a 2 MW Plant in Fontana, California. These preliminary results suggest that utilities
could install very high levels of PV in localized areas without causing reverse power flow
conditions at the substation [50].
A key factor in capturing different voltage issues is the simulation timestep. The
voltage fluctuations caused by short-term solar power fluctuations cannot be addressed by
a large resolution, long-term study in [51]. To capture such behavior requires using a
smaller resolution (i.e., smaller simulation timestep), necessitating more computation.
Moreover, with increasing PV penetration level, their effect on medium voltage and high
voltage transmission networks also becomes significant, increasing the required network
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size to be simulated. The inclusion of cloud movement data, weather data, and locational
and seasonal variations in power output of PV installation additionally increase the
computation burden. The need for computation increases even more with an increase in
possible scenarios to be run for different levels of PV penetration. The size of the Monte
Carlo analysis grows rapidly as the number of scenarios, system size, and time duration
for study increases. Running a large number of DG (e.g., PV) scenarios for longer time
periods helps to better design and operate the distribution system. Evaluation and analysis
of different PV penetration scenarios are highly stochastic and repetitive in nature. Linear
complexity and high scalability of a Monte Carlo method are favorable for parallelism.
In [52], a comparison is made between implementations of Monte Carlo using OpenMP or
CUDA for an identified problem in a system of 10 million particles. In [53], graphics
processing units (GPU) is used to increase the speed of Monte Carlo simulations.
5.2.1

Methodology
To perform a Monte Carlo analysis, different randomly generated PV penetration

scenarios are created. The PV penetration (defined as the percentage of houses having PV
compared to the total number of houses) is varied from 10% to 100% in 10% increments,
with 25 scenarios per penetration level (except for 100%). Each scenario is created by
randomly selecting the location of PV units to be connected to the system. The load data
and solar irradiance data does not change between scenarios. The location and size of the
installed PV at each node are the random variables in each of the scenarios. In total, 251
Monte Carlo scenarios are simulated. Because each scenario is independent, the scenarios
can be distributed to separate processing elements in an HPC to reduce the total
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computation time of the study.
The parallel algorithm was developed in Python and run on the “Roaring Thunder”
cluster at South Dakota State University (SDSU). Roaring Thunder has 56 compute nodes
(2 CPUs with 20 cores each, 192 GB RAM), 5 big memory nodes (4 CPUs with 20 cores
each, 3 TB RAM), 4 GPU nodes (each with two NVIDIA P100 or T100 GPUs), and a 450
TB parallel file system connected via 100 Gbps Infiniband. Each parallel process
randomly selects the location of PV panels in the distribution feeder based on the scenario
penetration level, and input files are automatically generated. The input files are in “player
file” format containing information about node net power injection — the difference
between electric load and PV generation — at each simulation timestep. The player file is
used by the distribution simulation software, GridLAB-D [33], to change node power at
each timestep and run power flow. The voltage measurements are aggregated from each
scenario to generate the plots in results section later. The workflow diagram to perform
PV hosting capacity analysis is presented in Fig. 5.3.
The simulation for each PV penetration scenario is conducted for two days — the
highest annual irradiance day and lowest annual load day. These days were chosen
because we wanted to observe the effect on hosting capacity of distribution feeders for
both cases which should correlate to the days with the highest PV impacts. The
description of the distribution system benchmark and the solar and load power input data
are explained in the next substation.
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Figure 5.3. Flow diagram for performing PV hosting capacity analysis in a distribution
feeder using high-performance computing.

5.2.2

Benchmark system
A Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) taxonomy feeder R1-12.47-1 is

selected for performing hosting capacity analysis in this paper, representing a moderately
populated suburban and rural area of the western U.S. [54]. The voltage level is 12.5 kV
for this feeder and the feeder model was developed in GridLAB-D3 . A schematic of
benchmark under consideration is presented in Fig. 5.4 [55].
5.2.3

Solar power data
To calculate the available PV power at each time interval, global horizontal

irradiance (GHI) data was obtained from SolarAnywhere [36]. GHI is the total shortwave
3 The

feeder input in GridLAB-D format was taken from the Github repository available at https://
github.com/gridlab-d/Taxonomy_Feeders.
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Figure 5.4. Schematic of PNNL taxonomy feeder R1-12.47-1 used for hosting capacity
analysis [55].
radiation obtained by a surface horizontal to the ground. The solar irradiance data is also
taken from the western part of US to comply with feeder location. The available hourly
solar irradiance data are converted to a one-minute resolution using linear interpolation.
Each node in the benchmark taxonomy feeder with non-zero load values are considered as
potential node points where residential PV can be connected. The amount of residential
PV that can be connected at these node points was computed using 6 kW as the average
PV installation size in US [56]. The location of the PV installations was uniformly
randomly chosen based on each given penetration level. In this study, the effect of panel
orientation is ignored and the same irradiance level is assumed for all PV panels. This
assumption is conservative, as the hosting capacity of a feeder with these assumptions will
be slightly less than actual.
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Let η be the efficiency of the PV panel, I be the solar irradiance in W/m2 , and A be
the area of the PV panel in m2 . Irradiance data is then used to calculate the maximum
power available in the PV array (PMPPT ) as:

PMPPT = η × I × A.

(5.14)

For a PV panel of 6 kW capacity, the efficiency is taken as 21.5% [57] and an area of
36.7896 m2 [58].
5.2.4

Load data
To match the feeder and solar data location, hourly resolution load data from the

California Independent System Operator (CAISO) is used [59]. The CAISO load data is
also converted into a one-minute resolution using linear interpolation. The load is scaled
to match the size of the taxonomy feeder derived from [35]. Let lsys (t) be the original
system load, which in this case is the one-minute resolution CAISO load data. The scaling
factor at a given time t, defined as S(t), is then calculated as
lsys (t) − min lsys (t)
S(t) =

t

max lsys (t) − min lsys (t)
t

.

(5.15)

t

This scaling factor is then used in (5.16) to generate a time-varying load pattern at node
point. For a given node point n p , let l(n p ,t) be the load data at time t, and lmin (n p ) and
lmax (n p ) be 30% and 100% of the base load of the feeder model, respectively.

l(n p ,t) = lmin (n p ) + S(t) × (lmax (n p ) − lmin (n p ))

(5.16)
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Figure 5.5. Flowchart for splitting hosting capacity analysis in N computer processors.

5.2.5

HPC application
The benefits of using HPC is greater when the size of the problem is relatively large

and can be broken into smaller independent pieces with minimal communication. Monte
Carlo analysis is a perfect fit for parallel operation as each scenario is independent, i.e.,
running power flow for each scenario corresponding to each PV penetration level. The
large taxonomy feeder network size and small simulation timestep make the use of HPC
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even more suited to this problem.
In this study, the PV penetration level is used to indicate the percentage of homes
with installed PV, as mentioned before. In this application, 9 different PV penetration
levels were identified and shared by 25 different processes. As described in Fig. 5.5, at the
outset each process creates a folder structure and copies all required files from the root
location. Then, each process generates player input files inside its directory. Each scenario
of a particular penetration level is run by a different MPI process, and player files for all
25 scenarios are generated in parallel.
After the generation of all player files for the particular PV penetration level and
scenario, a .glm input file is run by GridLAB-D by each process. The .glm file is a
population of objects that contains the model of elements of distribution power networks
and is used by GridLAB-D to perform power flow (i.e., represents the taxonomy feeder).
After performing the power flow for each scenario, each of the processes returns to the
root node to start the next penetration level. This loop continues until all power flow is
performed for all scenarios. At 100% penetration level, power flow is performed for only
one possible scenario. Finally, the results of the power flow for 251 scenarios are exported
to be post-processed in MATLAB.
5.2.6

Result analysis
The simulation year was chosen to be 2015, where June 22 correlated to the highest

irradiance day, and February 22 was the low load day.
The objectives of this study were two-fold: (i) to distribute each scenario to a
specified number of processing elements (in our case we distributed to 25 processors) to
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Figure 5.6. Violin plot showing the distribution of maximum voltage magnitudes from all
scenarios for each PV penetration level for two different simulation days.
run power flow to obtain voltage magnitudes at each feeder node point under
consideration; and (ii) to analyze the voltage measurements to assess the hosting capacity
of the feeder. Voltage measurements are used to determine the impact of PV penetration
on overvoltage/undervoltage (a situation where the voltage at any node point exceeds the
certain upper/lower threshold value) and voltage imbalance between the phases that limit
the amount of PV on a distribution grid. In this study, the voltage between 0.95–1.058 p.u.
is taken as acceptable voltage ranges defined by the ANSI standard [32].
Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the distribution of the minimum and maximum voltage
magnitudes collected from all scenarios for each penetration level. For penetration levels
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Figure 5.7. Violin plot showing the distribution of minimum voltage magnitudes from all
of the scenarios for each PV penetration level for two different simulation days.
up to 30%, the feeder experienced both undervoltage and overvoltage for the highest
irradiance day because of peak load shift caused by solar generation. No undervoltage
occurs after 30% PV penetration, indicating that the generation coincides with the load
pattern. For the low load day, the minimum voltage magnitude was unaffected with
variation in penetration level because the peak load occurred during the time when the
solar power output is zero for all units.
The observation of peak voltage magnitudes and maximum voltage imbalance (in
Fig. 5.8) at 70% and 80% PV penetration level for both simulation days could be due to
the random PV allocation in the feeder, causing a large variation in installed PV capacity
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Figure 5.8. Violin plot showing the distribution of maximum percentage voltage mismatch
between the phases in each penetration level for two different simulation days.
between the phases.
This mismatch is less than 5% for the 10% and 100% penetration levels because of
the relatively symmetrical distribution of PV units in the three phases for both days. The
smaller voltage mismatch between phases in the low load day compared to the high
irradiance day is because of the lower net generation in the low load day. Fig. 5.9 shows
that the number of occurrences of overvoltage (voltage above 1.058 p.u.) increases
non-linearly with an increase in penetration level for the high irradiance day. In the low
load day, however, overvoltage occurs only after 50% penetration level. Fig. 5.10 shows
the distribution of time spent by each processing element to (i) generate the player input
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Figure 5.9. Bar graph showing the frequency of overvoltage (voltage above 1.058 p.u.)
occurrences for different PV penetration levels for two different simulation days.
files to be used by GridLAB-D, and (ii) run power flow. It is seen that it takes significantly
longer to generate the input files than to run power flow. On average, generating a one-day
player input file in a one-minute timestep took ∼14 minutes, while running power flow in
GridLAB-D only took ∼3.5 minutes. Because each scenario is independent, and each
scenario is computationally similar, the execution time did not change as a function of
penetration level.
5.2.7

Summary of Study
PV penetration analysis helps to estimate the hosting capacity of a distribution

system in giving an estimated amount of PV installation possible before incurring
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Figure 5.10. Boxplot showing distribution of computation time per processing element at
different PV penetration levels for running powerflow and generating player files.
operational issues. Parallel programming models, such as MPI, can be used to split Monte
Carlo simulation scenarios among multiple processing elements in an HPC cluster to
reduce computation time. In this study, only overvoltage and voltage mismatch between
the phases are considered as a reason for limiting hosting capacity of the feeder. For the
tested taxonomy feeder, it was found that for the highest annual irradiance day,
operational issues occur at only a 10% PV penetration level if no system enhancements
are made. For the lowest annual load day, however, the PV hosting capacity was able to
operate up to 50% without issue. The developed workflow of HPC-enabled parallel PV
hosting capacity Monte Carlo simulation studies can be used by distribution system
planners and utility companies to assist in integrating the maximum amount of PV on their
system without having technical issues.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The research work proposed a framework for long-term techno-economic and
sustainability assessment of different overvoltage prevention methods using the active and
reactive power capabilities of PV inverters along with additional study about the marginal
cost of distribution ancillary services, and PV hosting capacity analysis using
High-Performance Computing. This framework allows utilities to quantify the
techno-economic benefits and sustainability of each method to support their
decision-making process in the controller.
In addition, an example study comparing five different PV controller methods was
presented. Droop-based APC (LDAPC and QDAPC) inverter controllers were shown to
be effective local overvoltage prevention methods that guarantee overvoltages are not
caused by PV systems. Using reactive power absorption capability of inverters (such as in
ARD and ARPM) reduced the need for active power curtailment. However, the reduction
in APC will result in higher transformer and distribution system loading and losses as
compared to droop-based APC methods. Coordinating PV inverters reactive power
absorption and active power curtailment using communication (e.g., ARPM) reduced the
difference in energy generation from PV systems among households and reduced the need
of curtailment, although similar performance was shown in the local ARD controller. In
feeders with high penetration of PV, the choice of overvoltage prevention method can
affect the payback time of customers with PV systems and net revenue earned by utilities.
Implementation of droop-based PV inverter controllers in QSTS (e.g., GridLAB-D)
can cause numerical oscillations of the electrical parameter under control, such as voltage.
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The proposed network sensitivity-based algorithm eliminated such numerical oscillations.
Results showed that the maximum error in converged voltage magnitude was less than
0.5% for all three controllers compared to the dynamic simulation.
Different inverter-based voltage regulation approaches also showed different social,
economic, and environmental impacts. Three sustainability metrics were proposed to
measure social, economic, and environmental impacts. The use of reactive power to
mitigate overvoltage had higher economic, social and environmental benefits. Although
the ARPM performed marginally better than ARD, the former may be hard to justify
given the increased installation cost from the communication signal and possible
cyber-security issues. Optimal inverter control schemes maintaining economic (or
environment) and social sustainability were conflicting objectives, and a trade-off became
necessary to select optimal inverter setpoints. The trade-off can be used in community PV
projects, where PV is pooled as a shared resource to maximize economic/environmental
benefits, while the social impact is shared between users. The higher sensitivity of active
power to voltage change compared to the reactive power, the locational marginal price for
active power curtailment tends to be higher than the locational marginal price for reactive
power absorption for PV units located far away from the substation.
Lastly, PV penetration analysis helped to estimate the hosting capacity of a
distribution system in giving an estimated amount of PV installation possible before
incurring operational issues. Parallel programming models, such as MPI, can be used to
split Monte Carlo simulation scenarios among multiple processing elements in an HPC
cluster to reduce computation time
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Appendix A. Derivation for APC controllers
(k)

In this section, ∆pc from (2.6) is derived. Let v∗(k) be a vector of size h which is
(k)

estimated voltage magnitude at each PV inverter given a curtailed power of pc , given as:

v∗(k) = v(k) − Sp ∆pc (k) .

(A.1)

Using the LDAPC relation from (2.1), curtailment for estimated voltage v∗(k) can also be
calculated as:

pc (k) = m p (v∗(k) − vcri ).

(A.2)

Merging (2.6) and (A.2), we obtain

pc (k−1) + ∆pc (k) = m p (v∗(k) − vcri ).

(A.3)

Substituting v∗(n) in (A.3), we get:

(k−1)

pc

(k)

(k)

+ ∆pc = m p (v(k) − Sp ∆pc − vcri )

∆pc (k) (m p Sp + I) = m p (v(k) − vcri ) − pc (k−1)

(A.4)

(A.5)

Using the definitions of Bp and ap from Chapter 2,

∆pc (k) Bp = ap

(A.6)
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∴ ∆pc (k) = Bp −1 ap

(A.7)

Similarly, curtailment for QDAPC is calculated using

pc (k) = s(v∗(k) − vcri )2 .

(A.8)

(k)

Equations (2.6), (A.1), and (A.8) are solved for ∆pc .

Appendix B. Derivation for ARD controller
In case of ARD controller, during reactive power absorption mode voltage can be
estimated as,
v∗(k) = v(k) − Sq ∆qa (k) .

(B.1)

Using the droop reactive relation from (2.3), estimated reactive power absorption can be
computed as,

qa (k) = mq (v∗(k) − vkick ).

(B.2)

Merging (2.9) and (B.2), we obtain

qa (k−1) + ∆qa (k) = mq (v∗(k) − vkick ).

(B.3)

The same process can then be used from (A.3)–(A.7) to derive:

∆qa (k) = Bq −1 aq

(B.4)
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APC must also be included in voltage estimation when at Qmax , written as

v∗(k) = v(k) − Sp ∆pc (k) − Sq qmax .

(B.5)

Following the process from (A.5)–(A.7) and using the definitions of of Bp and a∗p
from Chapter 2, we can derive:
∆pc (k) = Bp −1 a∗p

(B.6)

Appendix C. Electric bill
Electric bill for RTP and flat rate tariff are given in table:
Table C.1. Supply Charge
RTP
scheme

Flat rate
scheme

Electricity
supply charges
*
$0.05865
(per kWh)
Supply
Transmission
charges
services charge
$0.00844 $0.01122
(per kWh)
Capacity charge
$4.69477
(per kW)
Msc procurement
component charge $0.0011
(per kWh)
* can vary hourly available online ComEd
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Table C.2. Delivery Charge

Delivery
charges

Customer charge
Standard metering
charge
Distribution
facilities charge
(per kWh)
Illinois electricity
distribution charge
(per kWh)

RTP
scheme
$11.55

Flat rate
scheme
$10.53

$4.68

$4.36

$0.03484

$0.03156

$0.00118

$0.00116

Table C.3. Taxes and Fees

Taxes
& fees

Environmental
cost recovery adj
(per kWh)
Renewable
portfolio
standard (per kWh)
Zero emission
standard (per kWh)
Franchise cost
(% of delivery
charge)
Energy efficiency
programs (per kWh)
State tax state˙municipal˙tax
(¢/ kWh)
Municipal tax state˙municipal˙tax
(¢/ kWh)

RTP
scheme

Flat rate
scheme

$0.00026

$0.00038

$0.00094

$0.00189

$0.00196

$0.000195

1.92%

2.363%

-

$0.00345

0.33

0.33

0.46

0.46
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